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Eastern Illinois University, Charleston

UNIVERSITY I DEATH

East~~li

professor Age pas~es away

Philip D. Age suffers
fat al heart attack on
Saturday evening
By Adam Tedder
Editor-ln-Chief

"I am where I am coclay because
of him."
These are the words of alumna
Rachel Daschler, a former scudenc
ofEascem professor Philip D. Age.
Age, 57, passed away Saturday
evening from a hearc actack, but his
life has bad a significanc impacc on
many of his student's lives.
Daschler described Age as
"amazing" and "one of a kind."
"You could just tell he loved
reaching and enjoyed everyday," she
said. "The word multicask doesn't
have the same meaning because he
took it the to the extreme."
Age was the associate professor
of the printing and digital area
on campus. He had his doccrine
in education and graduated from
Illinois Seate University.
Age has been employed at
Ea.stem since 2000 and worked
pt\mariJy in Klchm Hall in the
Scbool ofTechnology.
His colleagues described Age
as being friendly and a passionate
worker who was very involved in
his work.
"Dr. Age was a very productive
fu:ulty worker," Mahyar Iiadi,
professor and chair of the School of
Technology said. "He took his work
very seriously in terms of teaching

and research. He spent extensive
time in the laboratory and on his
research projeas. He always gave

CITY I ZONING

UNIVERSITY I MEETING

Habit for
Humanity
asks for
•
zoning

AMll PIEl.LlmrntE DAILY EASTBll IEWS

A banner Dr. Phil Age made is displayed on the 1st floor of Kiehm Hall. Down this same hallway is another display behind a glass window that
displays some more of his work that he did with his students and other faculty members.
110 percenc."
He said some of the fu.culty in
the school of technology is in shock

of Age's abrupt death.
"I just found our today, I really
can't believe it still," said assistant

professor Lance Hogan.
H

SEE PltOFESSOll, PAGE 5

Rare meeting held on campus
Alpha Sigma Lambda
holds meeting on
campus for first time
since Blair Hall burning

By Katey Mitchell

By Adam Tedder

News Editor

Ed1tor-io-Oiief

The Coles County Habicat for •
Eastern hdd a rare meeting
Humanity is pecicioning for an
for Alpha Sigma Lambda (ASL)
ordinance to be approved by the
Narional Honorary Society this
Charleston City Council at ics
past weekend.
meeting Tuesday night.
Twelve board members of the
The ordinance would allow
society came to Eastern from many
Habitat for Humanity co build
diffcrenr states such as Pennsylvania,
chrcc rcsidenrial homes and a food
Nebraska,
North
Carolina,
pantry on three locs designated as
Missouri, Florida, New Jersey and
induscrial in zoning maps.
Massachusetts.
Currencly, under industrial
ASL describes icself in ics mission
zoning rcquiremencs, the lots must
statement on its Web site as, "We
be used only for industrial use.
are an honor society which partners
However, the property can be
with colleges and universities
rezoned if the petitioners have
to celebrate the scholarship and
a licensed land survey, look at
leadership of adult students in
the property and crcacc plans
higher education."
for the property as well as get it
The organization certainly prides
approved by the zoning board, said
itself with its work as well as Frank
Charleston Mayor John Inyart.
Adams, ASL secretary and professor
at Wayne State.
H SEE COUICIL, PAGE 5
He described how important
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ASL member Raymond Campbell chats with fellow ASL members in the
1895 roo.m of the Martin Luther King, Jr. University Union.
it is that adult scudcnts get proper
recognition for their cffom as
students.
"Maintaining a 3.5 (GPA) or

higher average as a scudcnt with
the responsibilities of an adult is
impressive and they deserve the
recognition that they did a good

job and that's what we do," Adams
said.
While the national office has
been held ac Eastern for the past
six years, this was the first time the
meeting had been held on campus
since the original Blair Hall burned
down.
Fittingly, the meetings held this
past weekend were in the newly
renovated Blair Hall in the seminar
room on the second Boor.
The ASL has a national board
meeting every June according to
William Hine, the dean of the
School of Continuing Education.
Hine said he was bappy co have
the meeting on Eastern's campus.
"Ir's a great honor co have the
meeting held on campus because it
brings national attention to Eastern
Illinois University," Hine said.
On its agenda for topics to
discuss for the weekend were new
market strategies, by-law changes,
ways to expand national chapters
and others topics as well.
The most mentioned issue by the
board members was how to make
the chapters international.
H SEE ASL, PAGE 5
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Famous folk singer and Charleston native Burl Ives is depicted with several other
arts & entertainment legends from Charleston in a mural by Bernard Williams
across the street from the Will Rogers Theater on the corner of Monroe and 7th
street. The mural is one of several around the Charleston town square as part of
their program to bring the rich heritage and history of Charleston called "Murals
Around the Square". The program began in 1997 with the first painting; currently
there are a total of seven murals depicting Charleston history including the
Chraleston Riot, a battle that occured during the Civil War.

One copy per day is free to students and laruty.
Adclltional copies can be obtalned illr SO cents each 111
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Renting for Fall 2007
3 Bedroom Apartments

AdYerti1e Todoy

The Daily Eastern News is printed With Silt ink on
recyded newsprint.
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We have the perfect apartment for you for next year!

ring this ad on your tour & receive a free tan.
Limit one per customer.

Call now to see one of our great locations!

rjn9 fully furnjshed rooms
All-inclusive amenities:

COME CHECK OUT -

• Shuttle bus • Washer/Dryer • Fitness center
• Fully equipped Kitchen • Outdoor grill
• Computer lab • Walk-in closet
• Tanning bed • Game room
• Electricity • Waterrrrash
• Private bedroom & bath
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Phone 217•345·6001.
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Tarble Exhibition
» The exhibition of
Paintings and Print Portfolios
from the Collection began this
Saturday at the Tarble Arts
Center.
Admission to the exhibit is free
and it is open from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Tuesday through Saturday, 1 to 4 p.m.
on Sunday and closed on Mondays
as well as the Fourth of July. The
works currently on display come from
the Tarble Arts Center permanent
collection. Nearly 1,000 pieces are
included in the collection and are
primarily from local or regional artists.
Art from other cultures and
historical periods also comprise
the collection and are done in
a wide variety of media. The
exhibition will be running until
September 2.

Senator Thomas loses
battle with Leukemia
WASHINGTON - Sen. Craig
Thomas, a three-term conservative
Republican who stayed dear of
the Washington limelight and
political cacfights, died Monday.
Hewas74.
The senator's family issued a
statement saying he died Monday
evening at National Naval Medical
Center in Bethesda, Md.
He had been receiving
chemotherapy for acute myeloid
leukemia.
Just before the 2006 election,
Thomas was hospitalized with
pneumonia and had to cancel his
last campaign stops. He nonetheless
won with 70 percent of the vote,
monitoring the election from his
hos-pital bed.
Two days after the election,
Thomas announced that he had just
been diagnosed with leukemia.
Gov. Dave Freudenthal, a
Democrat, will appoint a successor
from one of three finalistS chosen
by the state Republican party.
Thomaswasalow-keylawmaker
who reliably represented the
\ntetescs of his conservative state,
often becoming involved in public
lands issues.
He worked in behind-thescenes poses to oversee national
parks, including Yellowstone in
Wyoming.
Wyoming's other senator,
Republican Mike Enzi, said
Monday evening that he was "so
srunned."
"The Senate will not be the
same," he said. "Craig was the core
of our delegation. He was a fierce
advocate for Wyoming.... He was
my senior senacor, a confidant,
mentor and friend . ... I will miss
him:"
He is survived by his wife,
Susan, and four children.
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Gateway Builds Up

Bob Spear from Arcola does construction of the new Gateway Liquor store next to Taco
Bell on Lincoln Avenue. Gateway has been serving customers for 52 years.

Bird flu kills Chinese soldier
19-year-old countries 16th
reported death from virus
BEIJING - A 19-year-old Chinese soldier
has died of the virulent strain of bird Bu, the
country's 16th reported death from the virus, the
World Health Organization said Tuesday.
The man, who was scationed in the southern
province of Fujian, died Sunday after being
hospicalized May 14 with a fever and a cough,
said Joanna Brent, a spokeswoman for the
WHO's Beijing office.
The Health Ministry informed the WHO
abouc the death Sunday buc did not give
any details about his case, including how he
concracted the H5Nl strain, where exactly he
was posced or if other people were at risk, Brent
said.
The People's Liberation Army has put all of
che soldier's comaccs under close observation
and "so far there are no clinical abnormalities.

We understand it's an individual case," Brent
said.
A woman who answered the telephone at the
press office oflhe Heal di OOlliscry said 'she cQuld
not provide any details of the case.
China's military is extremely secretive, which
complicates cooperation with international
organizations. Telephones were not answered at
the Ministry of National Defense.
Lase year, it was disclosed chat new rests on the
body of a 24-year-old soldier who died in 2003
in Beijing confirmed that he succumbed to bird
Bu one of the earliest deaths in a resurgent wave
of the disease that swept through the region.
The military has yet to provide a promised
virus sample from that case, the WHO has said.
Expercs worry that H5Nl could mutate inco
a form more easily transmitted berween people if
outbreaks are not controlled, potentially causing
a worldwide pandemic.
Bird Bu has killed at lease 188 people since
H5Nl started ravaging poultry flocks in late
2003.
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Park Place Aparrments
on the comer of7th & Grant
next ro the Union

Duplexes available --..::::......
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NOW SHOWING
FOR 2007

• 3 BEDROOM

1, 2, 3 Bedroom Apartments

• FULLY FURNISHED
• WASHER/DRYER

Remodeled Units
FREE Parking
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348.1479
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n As summer rolls on, so does
construction on the new location
of Gateway Liquors. According
to owner Carl Wolf, construction
is going "fabulous."
The owner and his staff hope
to move into their new location
across Lincoln Avenue by
August l , in time for the new
,.. scBcrcst)'ear. <fbe:updated
location will be about the same
size as the old building, which
will be raised to make way for a
parking lot.

Chemistry Students
» 11 high schools
participated in Eastern's 32nd
annual Maurice Shepard High
School Chemistry Contest.
At the contest, students
participated in a 60 minute written
exam and attended a lecture
on "Atmospheric Chemistry and
Spectroscopy" by Rebecca Peebles.
The six schools having the highest
team averages were: Morrisonville,
St. Teresa, Mattoon, Champaign
Centennial, Lawrenceville and
Robinson.
The six highest-ranking individual
students, in order, were: Stacy Forbes
(Morrisonville), first; Evan Johnston
(Champaign Centennial), second;
Nanna Sander (Lawrenceville), third;
Lorraine Chow {Champaign Centennial)
and Ryan Easterling (St. Teresa), tied
for fourth; Luke Hunt (St. Teresa),
Carrie Olsen (Morrisonville) and
Margaret Riley (St. Teresa), tied for
fifth; and Michaela Hiii (St. Teresa),
sixth.

.World War II Studies
» James Jones Literary Society gave
a $10,000 check to EIU to establish
the James Jones Chair in World War
II studies. James Jones was born in
Robinson, IL and wrote books such as
"From Here to Eternnity" and ''The
Thin Red Line."

PER MONTH)
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To report any errors, local events
or general suggestions for future
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editor, Katey Mitchell, via:
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Rome traffic
is hazardous
I spent six days in Rome, and I almost
died cwice.
The craffic in che cicy is worse than any
I've seen in eicher Chicago or New York, and
I almost ended my rrip early by stepping in
front of a public bus.
I also nearly lost a couple of toes by
stepping out in front of a mo-ped zipping
across che street. Ir would have been ugly if
someone hadn't grabbed my arm and pulled
me back to che curb.
The sueecs of Rome are packed wich mini
cars chat are often no bigger than golf cares,
and mo-peds char weave in and our of che
traffic. The roads are just as busy as big cities
in che states, but che difference is che lack of
lane divisions and stoplighcs.
Many corners don't have pedescrian lights
chat tell you when it's safe to cross rhe street.
Instead, if you wane to cross you have to
pray for a break in craffic or be courageous
enough to edge your way into che scrcct
until enough cars stop co let you pass.
The fuse couple of days in Rome were
intimidating, and I had uouble finding che
courage co seep into che sneers relying on
only faich char che traffic would stop. After a
while, I got used to it and stopped worffing
so much. Then... I stepped in front of char
bus and scared myself into being cautious
again.
The difference in traffic cook a Little
longer co gee used co than I ch0ught it
would.
Then, when I wasn't crying co cross che
street, I scill had trouble navigating through
che small sic!
fks and narrow roads where
che mini cars
mo-peds sometimes like
co park.
At first, ch. ghc of so many small cars.
was funny because it was like thousands of
clown cars filling every possible nook on the
city. Many of che cars even have side mirrors
thac fold in to'
' che car co allow chem co
park in smalle• tCes.
Bue afrer seelllg how fearless the drivers
of chese mini cars and mo-peds were, it
wasn't as funny. They come so close to
hitting each ocher that it made me hold
my breath even though I wasn't rhe one in
danger of bei" '1it.
And the
d mo-peds are only a very
small pare of u•..: transportation in Rome.
You also have chc trains char leave rhe cicy
and arc always packed wirh riders. Then
there are che underground metros that arc
also packed and crawling with inappropriate
Italian men who aren't ashamed co scare or
make commencs about the pretty American
girls.
The busses are a mixture of both che
trains and the metro and they couldn't be
much honer.
And despite all che challenges of che
transportation, the other studencs and I
usually chose to brave chem anyway rather
than adding more blisters to our already
exhausted feet. Rome is a big city and I
guess you have co get around somehow.

Radio DJs .need
more freedom
It is no secret that radio DJs and
personalities are often the subject of
controversy.
Indeed, many of chem chrive on
conrroversy as che label "shock jock" has
been applied to individuals such as Howard
Stern and Mancow Muller, who th.rive on
che attention they receive for outrageous
stunts performed on the air.
As a result, che question looms, when do
they go coo far?
In April, longtime radio talk show
hose Don Imus was fired in relation co
comments he had made about the Rutgers
Universicy Women's Basketball ream. The
Imus controversy is merely one of dozens
of examples of radio personalities perhaps
speaking coo freely on the air.
Some will argue that there is no such
ching as speaking coo freely, especially here
in America because we value free speech.
However, chere are still chings that
cannot be said. To use a classic example,
"fire!" cannot be yelled in a crowded movie
cheaere.
Really this is a question as co how far
opinions can be expressed on rhe radio.
Should Don Imus have been fued for che
comments he made? In shore, no, he should
not have been fired There is no argument
that some people are offended by che
commencs made by hosts such as Don Imus
and Howard Stern. In realiry, che people
chat arc most vulnerable co che insensitivicy
of these personalities are children. Mature
adulcs should know not to cake che chings
chese people say seriously and appreciate
cheir brural honesty.
Is it not more satisfying to know che true
personal thoughcs of radio hosts rather than
chem being on the air, spouting ideas that
merely hint at deep seeded prejudices and
choughcs? Yes.
It is better to know someone has
offensive thoughts cacher chan chink they
might. For example, if a radio DJ reveals
himself to be a racist or a homophobe, than
he maybe easily discredited as a bigot chan

if he would have simply implied racism
or homophobia with certain words and
phrases.
Even here at Eastern, the student radio
hoses must deal with issues regarding
censorship and offensiveness.
According co Senior Communications
major Eric Siusan, "There are certain copies
where there are things we can't talk about,
we watch what we say, how we say chem,
how we word it Not doing so could result
in firings.''
Anocher issue some radio shows have co
deal with is shows where Listeners may call
in co voice cheir opinion. Hosts are not
always able to control what call-in listeners
say when they are on the air.
"Bigger stations can scan calls before they
go on che air" Siusan said.
Though, some stations scan calls, not all
of chem do and sometimes call-in listeners
will say offensive chings on che air.
Realistically, some points of view are not
always clear-cut offensive or inoffensive.
On che topics that breed controversy such
as science, religion, and politics, fairly
mainstream ideas can be found to be
offensive to many people.
The point is, people will not be able
to have an intelligent dialogue about any
potentially controversial copic in the media
if chey have co worry about whechcr or not
rhey will offend people.
In a universicy environment such as
this, chere should be even more room for
tolerance of free speech than anywhere
else. Besides the experience of learning
in a classroom, college should provide a
marketplace of ideas for srudencs co be
exposed co so that they may become well
rounded, educated adulcs ready for the real
world.
Obviously, it is up to an individual co
decide for himself whar he deems co be
offensive co him or his family.
The ultimate protest against something
broadcasced on the radio that is unfavorable
is to simply curn the dial.

WebCT has
its benefits
I am writing in response co che
editorialprinted on January 19 titled
"Mandatory Weber coo expensive."
Spending money on WebCT is primarily
an institutional choice, bur it definitely is
one chat involves the studencs.
After a campus wide commirtcc discussed
chc issues and reviewed che various course
management syscems, Eastern chose co
invest funds into WebCT.
It is my ducy co fully investigate WebCT
utilization on chis campus; especially since
some of che student technology fee monies
help support ic.
The editorial board's fuse concern was che
additional cost of training faculcy members
on how co use WebCT.
·
Eastern has a technology training center
and other departments chat offer WebCT
training and other group training sessions
for studencs, facuJty, and staff.
Mose universities and colleges have
found the use of a course management
system beneficial. Eastern looked ac several
alternatives, and WcbCT was chc best for
chem.
With the upgraded version ofWebCT we
can expect rhe same amounr of commitment
of training and technical assistance.
Training sessions will not eat up a
significant amount of time depending on
the faculty member's computer experience
and familiarity of WebCT's features.
A question chat the editorial board
raised was whecher we would have co pay
extra staff to become trainers and technical
suppon.
Eastern already has WebCT trainers and
WebCT technology support sraff on hand.
The Daily Eastern News was also
concerned about having co rake precious
time away from reaching class material in
order ro rrain cheir scudenrs on WebCT.
All freshmen arc strongly recommended
co cake their Foundations Course, and
this course utilizes WcbCT in many of ics
sections.
WcbCT is available 24 hours a day
to submit work, check your grades, and
review course materials. WebCT is a great
convenience.
In the February issue of che Center for
Academic Technology Support Newsletter,
there is a full two-page report of several
teachers' positive experiences using WcbCT.
According to che Newsletter, "After
months of research and discussion, rhe
Academic Technology Advisory Committee
(ATAC) has recommended that the campus
pursue continued support for WebCT/
Blackboard as its Course Management
System."
As evident in chis issue, "EID faculty
is using WebCT in their classes in many
innovative and functional ways."
In time, Weber will be as common in
our education as e-mail and PowerPoint
presentations are currently.
Originally, Sean Anderson, who was
student body president che lase academic
school year, and I proposed thac all faculty
members get trained and utilize WebCT in
their classrooms by rhe beginning of next
year.
The truth is char WebCT doesn't fit
as well in some classrooms as in ochers.
WebCT technology might noc even have
rhac significant of an impact in some classes.
In che end, ic's all up to the teachers, and
how rhey want co educate their studencs.
Tue faculcy that do decide co
utilize WebCT will be able co increase
communication berween faculcy and
scudencs, make resources and grades
available co their scudencs, and continue
co educate their students in a progressive
manner.

Ashley Rueff
Ashley Ruef! is a junior journalism major.
She can be reached at ashroO'J26@/a.hpio.tom •..

The editorial is the majority opinion of
The Daily Eastern News editorial board.
Reach the opinions editor at

DENopinions@9mail.com.
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c1n COUNCIL AGENDA

FROM PAGE 1

In its ordinance, Habitat for Humanity is
asking for the city council to granc them cwo
zoning map amendmenes, which allows them
co rezone the property for the homes as well
as the food pantry; a conditional use permit,
which is required in order for them to use the
property for a community service function;
and cwo variances, which allow the properties
ro be minimized from the larger lot size into
individual loes for each home and pantry.
If the ordinance is approved, che loes for
the homes will become residential property
and the food pantry loc will be c;ommercial.
Habitat for Humanity is looking at che
toes on the soucheast intersection of Locust
Avenue and E Screet for their homes and

pantry locations.
The city council will also be looking to
approve a bid award for che conscruction
of a new garage for the Public Works
Depanmenc.
The garage will house che Charleston
utilities deparanent, who work on che water
and sewage lines. The deparcment used to be
housed at the Water Treacmenc Plane, but was
displaced three years ago to make way for the
conscruccion being done on che plant.
le has since been sharing space with che
street deparcmenc.
"[A new garage] has been in the budget
for the past three years, but it has been moved
around and pushed back. Now we have

decided what we want to do," Inyart said.
According to the bid sheet, chere are
currently cwo conrraccors who are bidding
for the construction of che site.
L.J. Swingler &Sons, Inc., fromTeucopolis,
Ill., offers co complece che building in 180
days after scarci.ng construction for a total of
$455,900; where as Wohlcman Construction,
from Effingham, Ill., offers co complete
construction in 90 days after starting
construction for a total of $457,500.
The garage will be builc where che rest of
the city public works buildings are located.
The council will approve a bid and examine
14 other items at the meeting Tuesday ac 7:30
p.m. in City Hall.
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Hogan spoke highly of Age as he praised
Age's work ethic as well as personally helping

him.
"From a senior faculty member to a new
faculty member, he was very helpful," Hogan
said. "He senc me in the righc direction and
provided guidance."
lzadi said Age was the faculty adviser
for Technical Association of Graphic Arts
(TAGA) and would sometimes participate as
an official for Eastern track meets.
Some faculty said Age was a sports
enchusiast who enjoyed golf and said chey
thought he was prercy fit and healthy.

lzadi said many former studenes have
given their respects to Age after discovering
that he passed away.
"Many scudencs have called or even
stopped by to ask about Dr. Age," he said.
Draschler said she called as well when she
found out, not believing that he could have
passed away.
"He just seemed like che kind of guy chat
would never die, so co have heard about it, it
doesn't seem real," she said.
Age will have his burial services at 11 a.m.
Friday ac che First Presbyrerian Church of
Charleston.

DR. PHILIP D. AGE

Dr. Age passed away from heart
arrack ar the age of 57.
Funeral services will be held on
Friday June 8 at 11 a.m.

Dr. Age was a faculcy adviser for
TAGA on campus. TAGA designs
graphics for shirrs for the campus
community.

n McCausland
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Furchermore, there is a grantfunding program developed
by the NCAA to give financial
assisrance to programs, which fall
below the minimum APR score.
Rather rhan seek those grant
funds to help ics achleces, the EIU
athletic administration chose
insread to drop the program
suddenly and without warning co
the team and the coach.
As I was cold by a scaff
member from the NCAA, "le
was never the intention of APR
to be used co eliminate athletic
teams, but rather as a cool co help
improve retention and graduation
in athletic teams." Nonechdess
the NCAA's APR program has
provided useful cover for the
administration's axe just as they
cried co use Title IX before.
Let me scace emphatically
and without equivocation that
I support the APR Studentathleces go to college to earn a
degTee fuse; sports arc secondary.
This is especially true at a
University such as Eastern Illinois
University. But when your

Other items on che agenda for the
m<!eting on June 5:
Raffle Permit for che Charleston
Fourth of July Commiccee ro help defer
coses of entertainment for rhe 3'd and 4"'
of July holiday.
Bid Award co rebuild/repair
services for the Wasre Warer Trearmenr
Plant's belt press and graviry bdtthickener
equipment.
Re5olurion designating a portion
of L-ufeny Nature Center as he David
Carey Outdoor Classroom.
- Approving Execution of [[linois
Stare Police Criminal History Record
Information Agreement.

RALPH MCClAUSIAND I FORMER WRESTLING COACH

"The real victims of this decision, of course, are the studentathletes themselves. As a former EIU All-American wrestler, I
have witnessed first~hand over the _years the many opportunites
afforded to college student-athletes in wrestling"

program has as few a number of
scholarships as wrescling, it cakes
only a few individuals to penalize
the program. Indeed, just one
out of five will put che program
in jeopardy not a problem for
teams with many scholarships
but potentially problematic for
teams with few. We have 3.8
scholarships to offer.
Perhaps most offensive and
ethically indefensible is che
administration's timing of the
decision co eliminate the program.
The
athletic
administration
allowed us to activdy recruit
and sign student-athletes to
scholarships and national letters

ofincenc on
April 11, 2007. They killed
che program knowing that just
the night before I had received
several verbal commitmenes from
student-athletes chat would have
helped us both academically and
on the mat.
Either they made their decision
on the spur of the momenc or
chey knowingly let us make
commitments co scudenc-athletes
that they knew would be empty
ones. Either is unconscionable
for a University such as Eastern
Illinois.
I ask only that Eastern Illinois
University do the right thing.

The NCAA guarantees us rwo
more years to recover.
We made a commitment
to these kids who chose EIU
Wrescling rather chan programs
wich better budgets, more
scholarships and support staff.
Let che wrestlers prove cheir
mettle and save cheir program.
The incoming recruiting class
is very promising, the schedule
is complete, spring fundraising
is finalized, and everything is in
place for a successful next season.
The only ching missing
is the moral courage of che
administration to reconsider a
hasty and ill-advised decision.

Some of the places some new chapters
may be opened up in are in Mexico and

Canada.
Executive Director Kaye Woodward said
she was excited to see the board taking on the
issue of becoming more international
She said chat co allow chese new chapters
to be opened chat there would be need to
be revisions in ASI.:s constitution, but many
benefits would arise from the change.
"If che constitution is changed, then we'll
be able to build military and international
chapters," Woodward said.
ASL currently has over 300 chapters in
the United Scates.
Woodward said she was also happy co see
a possibiliry of srrengthening the scholarship
program.
The program currently is split into a
>rsociety and. & foundation. Woodward said
that initially only foundations would receive
donations and societies rarely did. So, ASL
split into cwo arms, but now because of
changes, the board is discussing merging rhe
cwo branches cogecher again.
"Some charitable institutions would
only give donations co another foundation,
but now, most of those organizations have
changed and are willing co give donations
to societies as well, which means the cwo
branches can merge again," Woodward said.
Some of the board members such as
Judy Parr and Raymond Campbell said that
Eastern has been accommodating during
cheir stay for che meeting. They said chey
were impressed by che facilities.
"The new facility ac Blair Hall has boen
delightful," Parr said.

FAST FACTS

- Last meeting held at Eastern
was before the burning of original
Blair Hall.
- Apgroving Execution of Illinois
State Police Criminal History
Record Information Agreement.
There are over 300 ASL
chapters in the United States.
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She added, this will be considered the
fuse college women's rugby game in history,
and the student-athlete's names from boch
institutions will likely be entered into the
NCAA hall of fame following che completion
of the contest.
Eastern has been trying co schedule
the game for the last few years but budget
concerns have put it off until chis upcoming
season.
Eastern has generally been che model for
college rugby teams over the years and has
developed ies funding enough to compete
nationally with other varsity teams for a few
years.
However, a game becwecn cwo varsity
teams depends on the decisions and capacity
of both schools.
The other three varsity women's rugby

teams in che NCAA are still devdoping
and transitioning its programs for NCAA
competition.
Carlson said attempes have been made to
establish an all-varsiry schedule between che
four teams, but it has been difficult for the
other three schools co fund an emerging sporr
enough to cover rravd expenses.
West Chester added a women's rugby team
in 2004, but with a limited development
budget they have not had che resources co
travel to Eastern.
"Eastern could very well travel co Wesr
Chester for che fuse game, but EIU started
all of chis and maintains the model for all of
college rugby in the future, the game will be
played in Charleston.
Rightfully so, as EIU is the home of the
pioneers for women's college rugby," Carlson

said.
Returning rugby player Marlise Davidson
was excited at the possibility of playing West
Chester in the fall.
"I'd be really happy. A lot of other schools
don't even know that we have collegiate rugby.
le would be nice ro get the recognition."
Davidson said.
She was also optimistic that the game
would have a positive impacc on Eastern's
rugby team and Women's College rugby as a
whole.
"lc's definicdy a seep in the right direction,"
Davidson said.
Wich the first college women's rugby
game on che horizon, it could mean gTeater
attention and participation for women's rugby
programs across the United Scates.

"I'd be really happy.
A lot of other schools
don't even know that we
have collegiate rugby. It
would be nice to get the
recognition."
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help wanted

Countiy Schoolhouse Preschool is
accepting applications for child care
assistants for summer and for the
2007-2008 school years. Full or Parttime positions available. Experience
Preferred. 345-3082.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 6114
Help wanted. Carpenter experience,
landscape experience. Must have own
carpenter tools. Call 345-3119.

- - - - - - - 6121

!Bartendirig! Up to $250/day. No
experience
necessary.
Training
provided. 800.965.6520 ext. 239

- - - - - - - 7119
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3 BR HOUSE FOR FALL '07.
SMOKE FREE, 1 BATH, GA,
W/D.
INCLUDES
WATER/
TRASH,
ALL
APPLIANCES,
YARD,
DRIVEWAY/GARAGE,
BASEMENT. 4TH & TYLER. 11
MONTH LEASE. $300/BR/MO.
708.415.8191
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 615
15 Woodfield Lane. Available
Immediately. 2 bedroom, l bath,
2 car garage, 1200 sq. ft. No pets,
no smoking. $650/month. 217621-4816.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 617
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2 bedroom-Water,trash,DSL with
furnished leather furniture. 10
or 12 month lease. 254-8458 or
273-2048.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
GREAT
LOCATION
20072008 SCHOOL YEAR. VERY
NICE 2, 3, 4, 5, & 6 BEDROOM
HOUSES, TOWNHOUSES AND
APARTMENTS.
FOR MORE
INFO VISIT US AT myeiuhome.
com OR CALL US AT (21 7)4937559.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
NOW LEASING for Fall 071,2&3 Bedroom Units. Great
locations.some include wireless
internet. Call for details 3457286
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
University Village. 4 bedroom
houses $450/per person. All
utilities included.345-1400
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
For Rent 5 or 6 bedroom house
and efficiencies. 2 blocks from
campus on 7th St.
Call 217728-8709
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
FALL '07 - '08. 1426 9TH ST.
3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS.
CENTRAL AIR, DECK, OFF
STREET PARKING. LEASE AND
SECURITY REQUIRED. NO PETS.
348-8305.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

Open Immediately - Nice 2 BR
loft, full bath, skylight, on the
square. Heat, water, and trash
included. 2 people, seeking $325
each. 512-0334

FALL '07-'08; 1,2&3 BR.. APTS.
WATER & TRASH INCLUDED.
PLENTY OF OFF STREET
PARKING. BUCHANAN ST.
APTS .. CALL 345-1266.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

AVAILABLE August 2007: 3-4
bed, 1 bath home on 12th Street.
NC, W/D, trash and yard service
included. No pets. $250/person.
345-5037

GREAT HOUSE FOR 2007-08
AT 15152ND STREET. 3 BATHS,
GA, WID. TRASH INCLUQW,,
345~3 i 48 OR www.pantherP'aCls.
com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

CHUCK VEGAS APARTMENTS,
on the Square. Efficiency, studio,
1, 2, and 3 BR APTS. Free cable,
internet, water, and trash. 217549-1699
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 7/19

SEITSINGER
APARTMENTS.
1611 9TH STREET. 1 BLOCK
EAST OLD MAIN. SUMMER
2007 AND FALL 2007-2008
COMPLETELY FURNISHED. 3
AND 9 MONTH INDIVIDUAL
LEASE. CALL 345-7136
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 6130

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 7n9

Available Now: 3 Bedroom
Duplex. Close to Lantz. Fully
furnished, washer/dryer, large
yard. Additional Information call
348-0157.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 7n9

OLD TOWNE APARTMENTS:
1,2, &, 3 BEDROOMS. CLOSE
ro CAMPUS. 4 LOCATIONS TO
CHOOSE FROM 345-6533
•
00
AVAIL IMMEDIATELY large apt,
1 or 2 person Central air, w/d,
garage. No pets. 345-7286 www.
jwilliamsrentals.com
New Four Bedroom Apartments.
Extremely Close to Campus.
Fully
Across
from
Lantz.
Furnished. Call Today for Lowered
Rates. Grantview Apartments.
345-3353.

PRICE REDUCED: BRITTANY
RIDGE - RENTING FOR 07-08
SCHOOL YEAR. 4 BEDROOMS
2.5 BATH.
UNIT HAS REFJ
STOVE, AND W/D INCLUDED.
UP TO 5 STUDENTS POSSIBLE.
RENT REDUCED - $860.00.
CALL-317-9505.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Royal Heights Apts (behind
Subway): 3 Bedroom 1.5 Bath.
As low as $260 per/person.
Underground Parking. 345-0936

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

Near campus. 3 bdrm house. 10
month lease. W/D (217) 2731395.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

6 bdrm house, near campus. 10
month lease. W/D (217) 2731395.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

CHECK OUT LINCOLNWOOD
PINETREE APTS. 2 AND 3 BR.
CLOSE TO CAMPUS AND
BUZZARD. CALL 345-6000.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

M & L PROPERTIES FALL 2007
TOWNHOUSE APARTMENTS
FURNISHED; WASHER/DRYER
IN EACH APT; 2 BLOCKS FROM

CAMPUS. call 217-493-7559
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
FALL 07 - 2BR 12th or 18th Street
at $240 per person. See www.
CharlestonlLApts.com. Ph. 3487746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
FALL 07 - 4BR 2 Bath duplexes
1520 9th Street $350 per person.
Stove,
refrigerator,
micro,
dishwasher, washer/dryer. See
www.CharlestonlLApts.com. Ph.
348-7746.
LOOKING
FOR
something
different? We have some 1,2&3
bedroom apts that fit the bill.
Modem,attractive,away from EIU
traffic. Dishwashers,laundry,NC.
Williams Rentals 345-7286
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
For Lease: Fall 2007, 3 and 4
bedroom apt., central air, ceiling
fans, washer/dryer, off street
parking,
trash-yard
mowing
included, 10 1/2 month lease,
no pets, 24/7 maintenance, local
management, DSL wiring in all
rooms. Great location. Call today
217 .346.3583 or visit our website
at www.eiustudenthousing.com

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
l, 2, 3, and 4 bedrooms. Trash
and parking included. Great
location. Call 217-345-2363.

________ oo

2 bedroom apartments close to
campus. Quiet area. No pets.
Call 345-7008
l Br,2Br, extra large apartments,
partiallyfurnished. AvailableMay
16. Ideal for couples. Located at
741-745 6th St. Rent $360-$410
per apartment. Water and trash
paid.n Cat OK! Call 581-7729 or
345-6127.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

CLOSE-NEW-AFFORDABLE! 4
BEDROOM 2 BATH Washers
and Dryers. $295.00 each 3456100 www.jbapartrnents.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
3 bedroom nice house. Central
Air/Washer Dryer/Bar. Off street
parking. Call 217-202-4456
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
3 bdrm apt. availableforfall. Large
rooms. Water & trash included,
$240/person. Buchanan St. Apts.
345-1266.

Fall of 2007 1&2 bedroom
apartments on the square. Water
& trash paid. No pets. 345-5821
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Village Rentals: 1 and 2 BR apt.
on 7th St. Furnished and some
utilities included. 2 bedroom
apartment on Arthur St., some
utilities included, furnished &
remodeled. Laundry facilities
on site, pets allowed with pet
deposit. Special rates (217)3452516.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Only one left. NEW LUXURY 3
bedroom apartment for August
07-08, One block North of Old
Main on 6th Street. Central heat,
NC, and laundry facility. Trash
service and off street parking
included.
348-8249.
www.
ppwrentals.com.
~-------00
1521 2nd, 6 bedroom; 1836
11th, 5 bedroom; 1621 12th, 2
bedroom. All houses south of
Lincoln with NC & W/D. 5493273
~-------00
FALL 2007 NICE 5 BR HOUSE
115 W. JACKSON; 3 BR HOUSE

107 W. JACKSON. EXCELLENT
OFF STREET PARKING. W/D
& NC. NO PETSI!! PHONE
345.9665
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
VILLAGE RENTALS 2007-2008 1 BR apt. w/ addtl. small BR for
1 or 2 persons, furnished, laundry
facility on site, water included. 2
BR apt. furnished, laundry facility
on site, water and 112 electric
included. 10 1/2 month lease.
Close to campus. 217-345-2516

________ oo

NEW, NICE, AND STlLL WALK
TO CLASS! Luxury 3 or 4
Bedroom, 2 Baths with W/D.
345-6100
www.jbapartrnents.
com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
NEW, NICE, AND SO MUCH
CLOSER! 3 or 4 Bedroom, 2
Bath with W/D. All the Amenities
and still walk to class. 345-6100
www.jbapartments.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
3 BR house at 1615 12th St. 1
Bath, refrigerator, stove, and
dishwasher. $900/MO. Available
now. Sanders & Co., 234-RENT

________ oo
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Crossword
ACROSS
37 Signs lo heed
Rude sorts
38 Sleep phase, for
6 Play a kazoo
short
9 Fix. as a photocopier 40 Cottage cheese,
14 Naval convoy
essentially
menace
41 Ibuprofen target
1~ f\!efix willr«ielric o~ 42 Lv~~Jimes. typi~lly
44 Pat~1arch on an MTV
16 Supercool
.
•
reality show
11 Pitcher of baseballs
48 Born on the society
Gas House Gang .
page'
19 Speedpass-acceptmg 49 Skie(s lodging
gas company
so Draft org.
20 Old codger
53 Like an eagle's vision
21 Exactly
54 "Same goes for me"
n Man of Steel's
57 With ·cum· and
symbol
32-Down, adiploma
24 Says
phrase
21 Pass along, as an
60 The Fresh Prince's
e-mail: Abbr.
partner DJ
30 Golf's 1984 U.S.
63 How the confident
Open winner
solve
33 Dines
64 Eggs, in labs
36 Top-shell
6s Really bother

66

TO

DEC0
E N 0 L
I N 0 E ~.;+'-+;;
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Really bothers, with

10

11

12

13

"at"

1

ANSWER

No. 0424

67

68

Equinox mo.
Girlie man

14

DOWN

20

17

Move abit
23
2 Theater awards since
1956
3 Moves like molasses
4 Bronx cheer
5 Eyelid woe
6 Hottoot it
1 _Today
8 Exotic dancer Lola
9 Fidgety feeling
10 Barbe(s call
11 The Jaguars, on
scoreboards
12 _
Z(the gamut)
13 Start of the work wk ..
for many
18 Syrian/Lebanese
religious group
22 _yplata
is Russian autocrat Var.
26 Popular reliever of
43 Baseball's David,
51 Loveseats. e.g.
57 Russian fighter
aches
nicknamed "Big Papi" 52 Kindhearted sort
ss
Cape_, Mass.
21 Fauna's partner
45 Vast amounts
53 Had down pat
2a "Peter Pan· heroine
s9 4.0 is agreat one
46 That ship
29 Gel decked out
55 Tattooisrs supply
61 Forum greeting
47 Dixieland instruments
30 Keister
56 Town near Santa
31 Vocal stumbles
so "Keep it in" notations
Barbara
62 Microwave
32 See 57-Across
33 Motorcyclisrs
For answers. call 1-900-420-5656, $1.20 aminute; or, with a credit card, 1invitation
800-814-5554.
34 Knock the socks off
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday crosswords from the
last 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS.
35 Take forcibly
Online subscriptions: Today's puzzle and more than 4,000 past puzzles,
39 Pouty look
nytimes.com/crosswords ($39.95 ayear).
Anderson Cooper's
Share tips: nytimes.com/puzzleforum Crosswords for young solvers· nytimes.
channel
com/learning/xwords.
1
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Welcome
Back
$.30 per word for the first day
$. l Qper word for each additional consecutive day

Non-student Classified Rates
$.50 per word for the first day
$.20 per word for each additional consecutive day

Grads, f acuity, incoming students . . .
Read about our great specials in the
DEN every weekday
Call 581.2816

to place an ad!

Good apartments for 1, a few for 2.
We've got your apartment! It's nice!
~f:
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Wood Rentals '
J i m Wooc::I .

Realtor

1512 A Street. P.O Box 377
Charleston, IL. 61920
217-345-4489 - Fax 345-4472
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Congressman charged in bribes
» WASHINGTON-Louisiana
congressman William Jefferson received
more than $500,000 in bribes and
sought millions more in nearly a dozen
separate schemes to enrich himself
by using his office to broker business
deals in Africa, according to a federal
indictment Monday.

The charges came almost two years
after investigators raided Jefferson's
home in Washington and found $90,00
in cash stuffed in his freezer.
The indictment lists 16 counts,
including racketeering, soliciting
bribes, wire fraud, money laundering,
obstruction of justice and conspiracy.
He faces a possible maximum sentence
of 235 years.
Jefferson, through his lawyer,
claimed Innocence. He will be
arraigned Friday in U.S. District Court in
Alexandria.
Plane down in Lake Michigan
»MILWAUKEE -- Amedical transpor
plane carrying six people went down
Monday afternoon in Lake Michigan
shortly after the pilot signaled an
emergency, authorities said. There was
no word on survivors.
The pilot of the Cessna Otation
issued a distress signal within five
minutes of taking off from General
Mitchell International Airport
in Milwaukee, Federal Aviation
Administr1tion spokesman Tony
Molinaro said.
The plane carrying two crew
members dropped off radar screens
just after the pilot requested to return
to the airport, and authorities notified
the Coast Guard, Molinaro said.
Coast Guard searchers found what
they believe was the plane around 4:20
p.m.. about 20 minutes after being
notified, Petty Officer David Warfel said.
Medical transport planes typically
carry patients or organs for transplants
Milwaukee Fire Lt. Lawrence Jenkins
said, but he did not know what the plan
was transporting.
The plane was headed for Willow Ru
Airport near Detroit, Molinaro said.
Padilla Terror Charge
»MIAMI-- Prosecutors played tapes
in court Monday of FBI wiretaps they
say show the roots of a conspiracy
to support Muslim extremist groups
worldwide that eventually included
purported al-Qaida operative Jose
Padilla.
The seven conversations played for
jurors involved Padilla's co-defendant
Kifah Wael Jayyousi, who lived in the San
Diego area in the mid-1990s and was
president of a nonprofit organization
called American Worldwide Relief. The
group was mainly operated out of
Jayyousi's home and a garage in La
Jolla, Calif.
Jayyousi and a third defendant,
Adham Amin Hassoun, are charged
along with Padilla with being part of
a North American support network
for al-Qaida and other violent Islamic
groups. The tapes are among 123 FBI
intercepts expected to be introduced in
the trial, which is expect~ to last into
August.
Jayyousi's relief organization, as well
has his Islam Report newsletter, were in
existence long before Padilla allegedly
filled out a form in 2000 to attend an
al-Qaida training camp in Afghanistan.
When Padilla was arrested in 2002,
authorities claimed he was on a mission
to detonate a radioactive "dirty bomb"
inside the United States. He was held as
an enemy combatant for 3 1/2 years,
but those allegations are not part of the
Miami case.
Although billed as a humanitarian
group, prosecutors say American
Worldwide Relief was a front that
provided military supplies to Muslim
fighters in Chechnya and elsewhere.
One of its original principals,
Mohammed Zaky, was killed in a 1995
confrontation with Russian soldiers.

IWNOIS CHANNEL PROGRAMMING

I

Governor Rod Blagojevich appear on syndicated television to gather support for his campaign spending bill,
back in 2006. He appeared oo the station tor 20 minutes in April.

Former workers file suit
Two former workers of
Blagojevich want rehired

SPRINGFIELD

I

SPRINGFIELD, Ill.--Two fired Blagojevich
administration employees filed a lawsuit Monday co get
their jobs back.
The Illinois Civil Service Commission is already
reviewing whether Dawn DeFraties and Michael Casey
should be rehired, but the two claim in Sangamon
Counry court that the commission missed irs deadline
for deciding the case.
The two former personnel managers, fired 14 months
ago in an alleged hiring scandal, should return co their
jobs with full back pay, che lawsuit claims.
It asks a judge co stop further Civil Service
Commission proceedings. A hearing is scheduled for
Wednesday.
The claim contends chat according to state law, the
commission lost jurisdiction over the matter by failing

to make a decision within rwo months after the end of a
hearing, on the terminations. That date was June 2.
Instead, the commission is seeking more evidence
in the case, and an administracive law judge has sec
anocher hearing for Friday.
Wichout court incervencion, DeFraties and Casey
"will be subjected to concinued and extensive hearings
in this cause, and continued denial of cheir rights of
employment including lost salaries," the lawsuit says.
Gov. Rod Blagojevich's office fired DeFraties and
Casey in April 2006 for allegedly fixing the hiring
process for job candidates with clout and for not
cooperaring with a private lawyer hired by Blagojevich
to investigare hiring procedures.
The administrative law judge for che commission
ruled last month the pair broke some hiring rules buc
did not pull strings to gee favored applicanrs hired. He
said they should be puc ba:tk co work.
But two weeks later, the commission sent che case
back for more evidence.
Even if it had ruled, the lawsuit claims che pair's due
process righrs were violated because it took more chan
30 days for chem co gee a hearing, in violation of state
law.

!!~1 Kinley Bri~j.w~an~~dc"~~~l.~~
CHICAGO Copyright 2007 The Associated Press.
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broadcast, rewritten or redistributed. _ Decades after
she and her husband arrived in the United Scares wich
just $500 in their pockecs, a woman was awarded $184
million Monday in what could be one of che richest
divorce verdicrs in U.S. history.
At the center of the legal dispute is energy magnate
Michael Polsky, 57, chief executive of Chicago-based
Invenergy LLC. Standing on the ocher side of the
courtroom was Maya Polsky, 55, a homemaker and art
gallery owner who provided "love, support, advice and
counsel" after the couple's 1975 marriage in the Soviet
Union, according co court documenrs.
A Cook Counry judge ruled in October chat Maya
Polsky was enricled ro half of che Chicago couple's cash
and assets, with her share valued ac $176 million. On
Monday, Judge William Boyd amended his decision co
include previously omitted assets which increased the
value of her award co $184 million.
Maya Polsky's attorney, Howard Rosenfeld, said
more than $170 million of the award is nontaxable
cash.
Rosenfeld successfully argued chat Maya Polsky was
her husband's trusted con6danc and therefore entitled
to half of the estate.
Michael Polsky's attorneys concended chat he was
responsible for the couple's great wealch and said they
will likely appeal Monday's decision.
"He intends to test this decision on appeal because
he's always believed chat this shouldn't have been a 5050 split," attorney Joseph Tighe said.
If it stands, the award would be a record in Illinois
and, quite possibly, in the U.S.
In researching the case, Rosenfeld said he could find
no similar cases where a homemaker wife received such
a significant award.
David Meyer, a law professor ac the Universiry of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, said che Polsky case is

award and Boyd's decision co split the estate equally.
"Those are huge numbers," Meyer said. "When
you gee these cases of extraordinary wealch, ic really
pur.s co the test chis notion of marriage as a complete
partnership."
Ac a national level, the president of the .American
Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers said he wasn'r aware
of a bigger award in the U.S.

The Polskys married in 1975 in Kiev; Ukraine,
which then was part of the Soviet Union. Michael was
an engineer and Maya caught English.
After living briefly in Austria and Italy, the couple
moved to Detroit in 1976. They arrived in the U.S.
with only four suitcases and $500 in cash, according
co court records. In 1980, the couple relocated co
Chicago, where Michael Polsky found success in the
energy business.
He co-founded a power equipment company in
1985. Six years later, he launched the company chat
eventually would become Northbrook-based SkyGen
Energy. a leading independenc power producer.
Michael and a Wisconsin-based energy company
sold Skygen in 2000 for about $450 million. He is
now president and CEO oflnvenergy, a Chicago-based
wind energy company.
The couple separated in 2002, and Maya filed
for divorce the following year, ciring irreconcilable
differences.
Michael Polsky was awarded che couple's $7 million
home in Aspen, Colo., a $2.9 million residence in
Chicago and $2. l million home in Ease Troy, Wis.
Maya received their $2 million home in Glencoe and
a $3.7 million home on Chicago's Lake Shore Drive.
She was also awarded various invesrments, cash and
was allowed co keep che Maya Polsky Gallery, which is
valued at $305,000.
Boyd also halved millions more in paintings, jewelry,
rugs and ocher assets.

udges throw out 2 charges
»GUANTANAMO BAY NAVAL BASE,
ubaMilitary judges dismissed charges
onday against a Guantanamo detainee
ccused of chauffeuring Osama bin
Laden and another who allegedly killed a
.S. soldier in Afghanistan, throwing up
roadblocks to the Bush administration's
ttempt to try terror suspects in military
our ts.
In back-to-back arraignments for
alim Ahmed Hamdan of Yemen and
nadian Omar Khadr the U.S. military's
ases against the alleged al-Qaida figures
issolved because, the two judges said,
he government had failed to establish
urisdiction.
They were the only two of the roughly
380 prisoners at Guantanamo charged
'th crimes, and the rulings st&id to
omplicate efforts by the United States to
ry other suspected al-Qaida and Taliban
gures in military courts.
Hamdan's military judge, Navy Capt.
eith Allred, said the detainee is "not
ubject to this commission" under
egislation passed by Congress and
igned by President Bush last year.
amdan is accused of chauffeuring bin
aden's and being the al-Qaida chief's
odyguard.
ice spars in Venezuela
» PANAMA CITY, PanamaSecretary of State Condoleezza Rice
nd Venezuela's foreign minister fired
erbal broadsides at each other Monday
ver the closure of a key opposition
elevision station in Venezuela.
Rice protested the shuttering of
Radio Caracas Television, RCTV, calling
it Venezuelan leader Hugo Chavez's
"sharpest and most acute" move yet
against democracy as thousands of
university students marched in Caracas
to protest.
Venezuela's top diplomat, Nicolas
Maduro, then accused her of hypocrisy,
unacceptable meddling in his nation's
affairs and compared the U.S. detention
center at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, and
secret prisons elsewhere to something
not seen since "the time of Hitler."
At the meeting, she urged the OAS to
send its secretary"9eneral, Jose Miguel
lnsulza, to Venezuela to look into the
closing of the station and deliver a full
report on his findings.
"Polish Anne Frank" found
» JERUSALEM - The diary of a 14year-old Jewish girl dubbed the "Polish
Anne Frank" was unveiled on Monday,
chronicling the horrors she witnessed in
a Jewish ghetto at one point watching
a Nazi soldier tear a Jewish baby away
from his mother and kill himwith his bare
hands.
The diary, written by Rutka Laskier in
1943 shortly before she was deported
to Auschwitz, was released by Israel's
Holocaust museum more than 60 years.
after she recorded what is both a daily
account of the horrors of the Holocaust
in Bedzin, Poland and a memoir of
the life of a teenager in extraordinary
circumstances.
Some 6 million Jews were killed by the
Nazis during World War 11, after European
Jews were herded into ghettos, banned
from most jobs and forced to wear yellow
stars to identify them.
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Panther Football ranks 19th in
preseason poll
» Eastern football placed 19
in the first preseason poll from www.
anygivensaturday.com.
Eastern finished last season ranked,
15th nationally. In the poll, released
on May 29, Eastern was ranked 19th
nationally.
The Panthers finished last year
8-5 overall, 7-1 in the OVC and
won a second straight conference
championship.
The Panthers finished its season
with a loss to Illinois State in the first
round of the NCAA playoffs.
OVC Defender of the Year, Donald
Thomas and Third Team All-American
Mlcah Rucker wil! r~\)rn tQ play for the
panthers in the 2007 season.
The Panthers open the 2007
season against Tennessee Tech,
August 30 at 6 p.m. at O'Brien
Stadium.
-Nora Maberry, Managing Editor
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The Panther Women's Rugby team in action at Lakeside Field in 2006.

Eastern may host first
ever NCAA women's rugby
competition this season
By David Pennell
Sports Editor

After eight years, the Panther women's
rugby team could play host co the first NCAA
women's rugby game in history this fall.
The game against West Chester University
is tentativdy scheduled for 1 :30 p.m. Saturday
~cp.rcn;t,!:>er ,15 ac Lakeside Fie~. [lead Coach
Frink Graziano said the game has been worked
ouc with the West Chester, Pennsylvania coach,
but contracts have yet to be signed.
Should both teams accept the terms of the
negotiations, this will be the first time two
NCAA women's rugby squads will go bead
to head in an all NCAA sanctioned game.
Currently, only four college varsity teams exist

across the country.
The lack of NCAA programs and the
distance between them, has kept most team
schedules limited to club teams throughout
the region. Eastern, after its inaugural season
in 1999. has played club teams from several
conferences across the country, indudiogACC,
SEC, Big XII, and Big Ten schools. They have
only played dub teams however, and do not
compete in dub championships.
Becky Carlson, former assistant rugby
coach and emerging spores program manager
ar USA Rugby was excited about the possibility
of seeing cwo NCAA teams racing each other
this season.
"It's going to be ..a big deal for both
Universities," Carlson said. "It should translate
into a positive recruiting tool."
Carlson said a game with West Chester
could fl\can a lot of positive exposure co aid
both reams in recruiting. Most players come
ro the panther rugby squad from high scho<;>l
track, basketball, soccer and other athletic

reams.
West Chester recruits from high school
rugby clubs. NCAA competition could
generate a lot of great exposure and interest
from prospective athletes for both teams.
Eastern hopes co attract new talent interested
in competing at a higher levd than just club
teams as a result of the West Chester game.
Carlson said convincing the club rugby
community of the positive exposure of NCAA
play has been difficult. She said holding NCAA
women's rugby games could greatly hdp the
emc.rgiog sport.
"With the first women's college rugby
game being played, we will not only have
more exposure for the sport at a level that
is rccognired in the United States just like
softball and soccer, but also offer evidence to
prospective athletic directors and institutions
that this sport can be successful and marketable
beyond the club capacity; Carlson said.

»
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McCausland to EIU: Do the right thing
It has been about three
weeks since the controversial
decision to eliminate the
Wrestling program at
Eastern. In the aftermath of
the May 17 decision, many
parents, students, athletes
and coaches have voiced
their displeasure with the
elimination. There has been
much t alk about APR and
academic elegibility. Now
Ralph McCausland offers his
view of the decision and the
future of panther wrestling.
Due co the Eastern Illinois University
administration's decision to eliminate the
intercollegiate wrestling program after 59
years, I feel compelled to make a personal
statement in response, especially in light of
the extraordinary outpouring of support I
have received from my family as well as from
both the wrestling and the EIU community.
Their response has been nothing short of
overwhelming and truly hcan:warming.
particularly so now that I find myself dealing
with a gauntlet of emotions ranging from
anger, sadness and mourning co berrayal and
a sense of having been deceived because of no

Eastern Wrestling Coach Ralph McCausland
warning whatsoever.
As the wrestling coach at Eastern Illinois
University for the past 24 years, I can say
with honesty and humility that this job is,
and has been, the occupation of my dreams.
I have been blessed co be part of a wrestling
program with a proud and successful tradition
of 59 years. Even more importantly, I have
been part of a University community that
has always valued, as I have, the education of
its student-athletes m ore than the number of
victories in the won-lost column. I fear that

with this decision that defining EIU ethic
and tradition is now being reversed.
The real victims of this decision, ofcourse,
arc the student-athletes themselves. As a
former EIU All-American wrestler, I have
wimesscd first-hand over the years the many
opportunities afforded the college srudentathlete in wrestling. My joy was co pass on
those same opportunities to other wrestlers,
since I know char withour the avenue of
sport, many young men and women would
not have the opporcunity to obtain a college
degree.
To quote Yogi Berra, this feds like "deja
vu all over again."
Once before in 1995 the EIU athletic
adminisrration aacmpted ro eliminate both
the Panther wrestling and men's swim teams
under the guise of federal Title IX mandates,
the VERY FIRST collegiate programs in
the nation to be "temporarily" cut due ro
Tide IX laws. Of course, the Department of
Education's Office of Civil Rights has always
asserted that eliminating parcicipacion in
sport is not, and never was, the intention
of Title IX. As a result, both spores were
reinstated but not without serious negative
effects.
The wrestling program at EIU has never
fully recovered its scholarships or budget
starus prior to the Tide IX compliance
review of 1994-95. One result is that a cloud
of uncertaino/ has been hanging over the
program ever since.
The numbers cell the talc. In 1994-95
wrestling had a budget of $26,750 and
6.4 scholarships (9.9 NCAA maxi.mum).
In 2006-07 wrestling had a budget of

$18,740 and 3.8 scholarships (9.9 NCAA
maxi.mum).
Adjusted for in0.anon, the numbers
reveal a program anempting to struggle co
survive. Yee the program has thrived in my
24 years despite the ever-shrinking support .
at lease one wrestler h~ participated in the
NCAANarional Championships each of the
ream's 24years, including60NCAAnarional
qualifiers, 6 Division I All-Americans, and 5
Academic All-Americans.
So why is the EIU athletic administration
once again attempting ro eliminate a
program with a long and successful history?
Once again, they arc invoking an NCAA
program, this time the Academic Progress
Report (APR) program, which can have dire
consequences for the encire athletic program
if a spores team repeatedly fails co ~c
minimum scores.
And once again, EIU is the FIRST
University co eliminate a sport due to a
scruggling APR number.
Sounds like "deja vu all over again." As
explained by Rich McDuffie, EIU's athletic
director, " ... we could not take the risk of
affecting the whole athletics program."
But according to the NCAA, there were
any number of avenues short of program
elimination available to the administration,
which they chose to ignore.
For example, there is a detailed procedure
set up by the NCAA for teams to recover
&om low APR's, yet our administration
chose to deny our wrestlers the opportunity
to recover.
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